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FACULTY GROUP INITIATES
PROBLEMATICAL PROPOSALS
FOR RETREAT DISCUSSION
Minority Group Seeks To Rock
Foundation Of Fraternity Living
Vol. 61, No. 1

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC, Stockton, California

Feb. 17, 1961

By MICHAEL HANS FLAGG

With the many exacting issues facing the professorate of the
University of the Pacific, a group of approximately thirty of the
younger members of the University's faculty have prepared a set of
proposals for presentation and canvassing at the faculty retreat at
Columbia on February 21 and 22.
Principal points of these recommendations were taken from an
The Board of Regents of the
article on the rating of colleges in the New York Times of Novem
University of the Pacific has auth
ber 27, 1960.
orized a tuition raise of $62.60 per
Proposals, which were issued to-f——
semester beginning in the fall of
the faculty in mimeograph form that the store should have a
1961.
last Wednesday, February 15, greater support of both faculty
Most of the tuition increase, the
asked the faculty to sign petitions and students and that it should
first in two years, will go toward
favoring their discussion at t h e carry a greater stock of both non
adjustments in teaching staff and
forthcoming retreat.
text books and magazines of good
faculty salaries so that the insti
quality.
GROUP
CHAIRMAN
tution can continue building a gjp;
Temporary chairman of the GOVERNING STRUCTURE
competent staff.
group which favors the discussion
OTHER FEES
Reorganization of the govern
of the recommendations is Mr. ing structure of the faculty of
All other fees, including room
James Gardner of the English De the University is the seventh
and board, will remain the same.
partment. Mr. Gardner stated that proposition.
In making the increase, Pacific
the points for discussion are cen
will retain relatively the same
The eighth and last of the prin
tered
about two concerns. "The
position among comparable pri
cipal proposals, deals with the
first
concern
is
in
the
improve
vate co-educational colleges re
Faculty members are shown preparing their recently released ment of teaching and in teaching role of the sororities and fraterni
garding tuition rates.
opportunities," and the second "in ties of the University of the Pa
manifesto.
Left
to
right
they
are:
Dr.
Gardener,
Miss
Pat
Leyden,
STANFORD U.
the improvement of intellectual cific. Three major areas for dis
cussion brought out by Mr. Gard
Stanford University recently an Dr. Ron Sartoni and Mr. Norm Gustavson.
life on campus."
nounced an increase of $255 for
He further stated that the im ner are, first, "the constitution
the 1961-62 academic year, and tui
portance of the analysis of these and charter of the fraternity pro
tion charges at Occidental and
recommendations stemmed from hibits discrimination against mi
Pomona will top Pacific's. Tuition
the fact that our university is nority groups but the system in
fees at Redlands will be the same
judged by others from our actions vites it." Secondly, "that at the
as Pacific's.
and what we say. "The primary moment these institutions (the
concept of the University of the sororities and fraternities) repre
70% OF TOTAL
One week from tonight, Febru your group has determined its Pacific is that it is an academic sent the hard core of reaction
The increase still will mean that ary 24, the 33rd annual presenta
against improving the intellectual
theme and songs, contact Larry community and every part of its
U. of P. students are paying only tion of Band Frolic is expected to
life is to be judged by its con life at the University, that there
Leasure at Phi Sigma Kappa.
70% of their total educational fill the 1,300 seat Conservatory
is either open hostility to study
In order to encourage small, in tribution to the life of the com
costs. The other 30% is supplied
as such, or attempts to encourage
with -a standing-room-only crowd. dividual groups to take part in munity."
by the institution through gifts
study are taken in terms of
The show will run two nights, Fri Band Frolic, small acts or individ 8 PROPOSALS
grades."
and. contributions from alumni
day and Saturday, February 24 ual performances will be present
Proposals to be submitted for
and others interested in the on
The third states "that while se
and 25, with curtain time set for ed between the larger living group discussion at the retreat include
going life of Pacific.
7:30 p.m. both evenings. Reserved productions. In this way differ first, teaching load. Many mem lective membership is necessary
The University also has an ex
in some organizations, it should
tensive program of student loans, seat tickets are now on sale at ent members of different living bers of the faculty feel that they not be so in rooming, boarding or
the
Conservatory
office.
groups can perform in one act have been asked to teach too social life on campus, since the
scholarships, and work programs
This year's "new-look" Band together (such as a combo or vo many classes.
so that means are available for
basis for selection is frequently
every student who desires to have Frolic will eliminate the judging calist). Auditions will be held to Secondly, the graduate program frivolous. People are selected for
and competition elements of past day, February 17th, at 4:15 in at the University is to be evalu having those qualities at the be
a college education.
performances. As of press time, Music D (Band Room). These ated.
ginning of college that they should
the following living groups are auditions will help us to deter The third proposal concerns it actually develop while in college.
entering ten-minute skits for this mine the time limits of each act self with complications.
The majority of the University
year's show: Covell Hall, Delta and to schedule the show.
The fourth deals with whether
(Continued on page 2)
Delta Delta, Delta Gamma, Kappa
or not the student should be fined
SPECIFICS
Alpha Theta, Zeta Phi and Phi
for failure to attend meetings.
Sigma Kappa. All proceeds from 1. One common theme—"TURN A fifth recommendation asks
ING
BACK
THE
CLOCK"
Dr. Emerson G. Cobb, chairman the extravaganza will finance the
that the quality of the paper (The
2. One common set—to be fi
°f the University of the Pacific spring tour of Pacific's Band.
Pacific Weekly) be improved,
chemistry department, has been The specifics on Band Frolic, nanced by the contributions of meaning the material quality of
named a Fulbright lecturer at the 1961, appear in the following let each living group which partici the newspaper. Mr. Gardner des
University of Peshewar, Pakistan, ter prepared by Larry Leasure, pates.
ignated that the point will be
3. Time element controlled —
°r the 1961-62 academic year.
Chairman of the Band Frolic Com
made that the "editor of the news
Group practicing started Friday, paper be elected by the student
The professor will conduct grad mittee:
uate courses in organic chemistry,
The annual Band Frolic is tak Feb. 10. No group can rehearse body from a slate of candidates
cirect research in the graduate i n g o n a n e w p e r s p e c t i v e t h i s after 11:00 p.m. Time on stage is approved by a joint student-fac
school, and serve as an adviser in year. The accent will be placed ho more than 10 minutes per ulty board."
o development of laboratories on variety and individual per group.
FREE THOUGHT
nnd curriculum. He also plans to formances rather than on large 4. NO JUDGING!!!
One of the qualifying points of
jTend some time writing texts for scale group effects. The hew for
EXPLANATION:
the editor will be the capacity of
•S. undergraduate and graduate mat of our traditional event prom A student Control Board made
free thought. That he should be
classes.
ises to insure a much more varied up of representatives from each allowed to print any responsible
A
, graduate of Union College presentation and a broader base living group has been set up. This
thing, as long as he can back it
jth a master's degree from the
of participation.
Board controls all aspects of Band up. Mr. Gardner continued by
diversity of Kentucky and a
The "new look" stresses orig F r o l i c . T h e y h a v e c h o s e n t h e stating that it (the paper) should
oetorate from the University of inality of material and individual theme for Band Frolic from those
be "a forum for controversy,"
h
Carolina, Dr. Cobb has di- specialties. The new rules have suggested by each living group.
r °"
that too many pages were being
p
t h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f t h e been set up to allow greater vari Now that the theme has been an devoted to the "social and mating
chemistry department ety and participation with far nounced, living groups can start habits of the student body," and
stif? an ,enrollment of 15 and a less large-scale preparation. Spe preparing costumes, lyrics, etc. that Pacific Weekly has become
equivalent of one in 1948 to cial lighting effects, props, scen Actual practice will be started at
a
"the house organ of the fraterni
sent enrollment of 496 and a
«;5f
ery, and dancing by large groups a uniform time—2 weeks ahead of ties."
aff of six.
will not b e allowed. (Dancing time. Nightly practices will also
The sixth point for discussion
has procured over $100,000 groups not to exceed 8 in num- be uniform among all living
Marilyn Holappa gains title,
has to do with the college book
(Continued on page 8)
jber.) To avoid duplication, when
(Continued on Page 2)
store. The faculty committee feels See page 3.

Semester Tuition
Will Raise $62.60

'61 BAND FROLIC CURTAIN
GOES DP NEXT FRIDAY EVE

Dr. Cobb Is Granted
Fulbrighf Lectureship
For Fall Semester '61
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$7500 Granted To

Page Two

Control Board California Colleges
of the Pacific is one
To Handle All of University
eight private colleges and un
in Northern California to
Student Affairs versities
share in a $7,500 grant made by
For the first time in many years Richfield Oil Corporation as par
Pacific has a control board which of its aid to education program.

Faculty Proposes
Discussion Topics
(Continued from Page 1)
of the Pacific professorate, Mr.
Gardner assured, do not favor the
removal of the Greek orgamzations from the U.O.P. campus.

A small minority of the faculty
that the Greek letter organ!zat 0ns should be left as is while
another minority group, of which
Mr Gardner is a member, favors
the removal of these organizations
from the campus.
Some members of the University's faculty which comprise the
Society Editor
Jacrk Moynihan student Social Control Boar is
group favoring discussion of the
Sports Editor
Laurclta Wright to handle all individuals and group
fight proposals are: Dr Clifford
Copy Editor
'
Bovse violations on campus, an r
Hand, Mr. John S. Tucker, Dr.
Starting off the spring semes Jesse S. Binford, Mr. Alex Vater the Pacific debate team will voulis, Mr. Steve J. G"U°®' Dr'
travel to San Mateo and Stanford Marvin Berry, Dr. Jack Mason,
February 24th and 25th. There and Mr. Ronald Santoni.
cision without going through the will be about forty-four persons
Dr. Floyd Helton, Mr. and Mrs.
Control Board. This was due to the from the University attending.
Robert Kreiter, Miss Patricia S.
• w m • •- —
|in-eff iciency of the past boards,
Immediately after the San Ma Leyden, Mrs. Edithie Peal, Mr.
teo
tournament, the team will go James Gardner, Miss Betty Isern,
The Pacific Weekly has been faced with a problem £ and
im
to Linfield, Oregon, where they Mr. Glenn Price, Dr. Arthur
enormous proportions during the past ten days.
„,ement. We now have started are defending champions in all Swann, Mr. Sherman Spencer Mr.
academic regulations, the Communications Commission was i change past proceedures into three divisions: junior, senior, Robert H. Stewart, Mr. William
forced to disqualifyy both the proposed editor and business a progressive and active type o and sweepstakes.
DiPace, and Mr. Norman Gustaveforced to
q
suddenly faced with student Control Board based on February ninth the annual Pi
son.
Kappa Delta dinner was held. At
rnewspaper ^i boTtwo necessary members of its staff;Uden. participation.
k !iL,„t a rudder fuel or compass.
The alternatives In order for you to be aware of this event fifteen members of the
p
a ship without a rudder% fuel °r
Commissioner, the progress we are making team received Pi Kappa Delta
which faced myself, as Communi
Morrison, toward solving many of the pres- keys which are rewarded when
(Continued from Page 1)
the Communications Commission, and Mr.
nt problems, we are going to pub- fifteen rounds of debate are com
groups — no practicing after 11
our faculty advisor, were either that we find some qui I
each week informing you pleted.
solution or else the Pacific Weekly would lapse into oblivion. I
ut the cases the Control Board
Wrt finallv struck upon a solution and we grasped it. has recommended to the Person- as a warning to those who enjoy ^ With the broad common theme,
each living group is free to in
c
Trtihnt and I have become a coalition nel Committee. By doing this we this type of activity.
Larry Pitman, Sue Talbot, and
«auers hope to lessen the problems that It is the purpose of this Control terpret it in any form it wishes.
editor. Our two assistant business managers, Bo
(J wc are faced with today. Along Board not to punish, but to elim The total cost of band frolic will
and Chris Sawyer have decided to struggle along without i h ^ we wm inform you about inate the problems of the past and be limited to $50 for each group.

Check for the unrestricted grant
Pub.Uhed .«r,r MdW dur.n, Jth.
*!'»»'
MtUtion. Entered
u
y~M.rch s 1879
I handles the affairs of the students
funds was presented to Dr. Rober
S
SI"; CE.Utf*.rr»1".X°th.CAc« .«M
March
1.7.,
-- and, I
S,.eh,on. cjHfor-U nnd.r th.
. ».^
TALBOT,
campus. m the past the name
E Burns, president of Indepen
Editorial Board
'
|f tWs ^zrd has been confused. ent Colleges of Northern Califor
LARRY PITMAN
SAUEiRS CHRIS SAWYER The students haven't really been nia, Inc., and president of Unwe
Business Managers
BOB SAlbns, t^ Alberti ^ Qf the board because it had sity of the Pacific, by L. C. on
worth, Central Division Manager
Assistant Editor
James R. Morrison never really functioned as it
Staff Advisor
SaUy Storms should haVe. The purpose of the of the oil firm.

ieel

DEBATORS PLAN
SAN MATEO TRIP

—

-

EDITORIAL

L

BAND FROLIC PLANS

i

k

e

nrevious experience of this nature on the Weekly staff. I the over-all problems that face us start the new year out correctly
Girl at switchboard: "Weather
.
14 f n,ir makeshift organization we will and our plans to remedy them. by helping the students adjust to
As a result of our makes
g
problems are your problems, the rules and regulations of our Bureau, good morning, probably.
and the only way to eliminate
probably make some mistakes, but we eg ®v®ry
We
University.
e
Kid-brother to sister's suitor:
with us for a while until we stagger out of the lorest. w I them is for you to kn0w of their
It is our desire to put ourselpes
will be experimenting for a while with new ideas and new Lxistence and actively work to pre- out of business ... to make our "She's upstairs working on her
activities unnecessary. Your co acceptance speech."
people. Some of them may prove successful and some of vent their reoccurence.
them may crumble like so much wet kleenex. It will be a Wg haye had only a few cases operation can do this. You are the Leaving a Clark Gable movie,
students of the University of the
while before we can formulate a definite editorial policy. under 0ur new Student Social
Pacific, and you are the ones that husband to wife: "We coulda
™ «i
A* things mav flon around a little bit, but I'm
of Control and one of them
Until we do, things may nop aroui u
I is of vital importance. During the live in and admire this school. Let watched him on television, and
20 years younger, too."
sure that we will settle down be ore
g-n past few months there have been your conscience be your guide,
and
a
Christian
guides
his
con
Please let us know what your reactions are. VV e wi incidents occurring in Covell Hall
remain open to constructive suggestions, and we will give Lhat shou]d not be taking piace. science in only one direction,
toward creative productive living
full consideration to them all. As long as no one tries to The girls living in the hall are according to the established guide
Board

M
TELL us how to do our job,
nizes our problems as well as their
all remain friends.

£ lines of acceptable social behav

,

sponsible for their protection. It
is probably very humorous to
_
those who are guilty of prowling.
I have in my hands a document which is the most but it is very distressing to the
,
•
„„J notentiallv exDlosive piece of writing that 11 rest of the students and to the addynamic, and P
^ntialyexplosive
putce
ui
Wit
potential
lye:xp.os
p
essay mlnistm
ministration.
It should be underP
have seen since I have
pnoPOSAl S TO stood that if anyone is caught
is entitled "RECOMMENDATIONS F
prowling around the hall it will
BE DISCUSSED AT THE FACULTY RETREAT. The paper mean automatic disqualification

ior.

JIM OLIVER
Chairman of the Student
Social Board of Control

Father to recalcitrant young
ster: "How dare you disobey your
mother! D'you think you're any
better than I am?"

is thirteen pages long and deals with criticisms and P™" from the University. This will be
Nothing prepares a man for
sed changes in the University of the Pacific. It is the the recommendation to the Per- marriage as much as a girl.
equivalent ^ thirteen sticks of dynamite. I am somewhat sonne! Committee. Let this serve
glad to see it appear, because I like
, bethe problems. They didn't mention financial help, but I
c
ntrover
me, this paper will cause a good deal of o
^; 1 *
* that this is just an omission, and I rush to the
glad that I did not write :any portion olf thes docu^ to^iek up the check,
ment, in fact I am a little afraid to touch .
^
By far the most lengthy discussion in the text of the
was written by a group of faculty mem ers an
is an analysis of the role of fraternities and sororities
fully explained
| a^thVUniversity
p f
_
—A nine-tenths
r
j
4^4ka pages of
nf dia.
explained in
in another
another portion
portion of
of this
this publicauon.
publication.
After
two
and
dis
I must admit that this is a very fine piece of wr,ting;
«that eternities and sorori
All of the ideas are^ eloquently "jessedland
^ jL
be disbanded on this campus." The discussion which
a few quotations tossed in to add 1f la c .
in precedes this recommendation is singularly unblemished by
admire the literary aspects of the paper, I
nf evidence The paper makes several allusions to facts which
the strange position of violently disagree,ng wtlh some of
™^eraI bla„d MSertions, several amazing
the proposals. (I hope no one min s.)
o»n<»rnlizations ("There is hard-core resistance to any inThe Pacific Weekly
- «>ore are several
also

very

i

>i

i i

_ i

iL"

„

„A«,r

we're proud of the fact
tioned. The committee asks th
way, »w.
quality of the Pacific Weekly ...
states that "We (the
widespread student and f
•}
3UStThlse

f i n n

y

nidPP

Clf

members

\Y

in what
POOR
"Z
riirrpnt
of the paper i s

situations stated that I've never heard of and I AM a member
of one of these unChristian, undemocratic, unacademic, inh«Ze" and hard-core gronps (God help me!). It's not
easv to be this evil, but don't ask me—talk to one of the
people mentioned in the news story about this committee's
recommendations. From them you will get at least an

are rather blunt statements, but, nevertheless, we un-biased, factual opinion.
can take it, and the committee is very willing to help study

^

01sQn

WED-L0K*

DIAMOND ENSEMBLE
Magically modern!
The two rings "click"
together, yet may be
worn individually.
Large precious en
gagement diamond
and five beautiful
matching diamonds.

ONLY *225
both rings

BORELL!
j

e

w

e

l

e

r

s

2043 PACIFIC AVE.
u r\ n OAA3
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tfUS Aids Refugee
Students In China

.'probably the worst in the
v0rld" is the description of the
plight of the Chinese refugees
|j.h0 are living in Hong Kong
Gallagher,
2iven by Dr. Buell
president of City College of New
york and chairman of World Uni
versity Service in the United
States.

Dr. Gallagher's comments were
recently given to point up the
n e e d f o r a W U S d r i v e o n t h i s
campus. WUS officials empha
sized the need and purposes beynd the annual drive.
Dr. Gallagher, who completed a
round-the-world trip which in
cluded participation in the inter
national general assembly of
VVXTS, visited the British Crown
Colony of Hong Kong to gain a
firsthand view of conditions in
that city.

REFUGEES POUR IN

He described Hong Kong as a
city of two million inhabitants of
whom about one million are refu
gees from the Communist Chinese
mainland. He indicated that, ac
cording to informed estimates, an
additional 30,000 refugees pour in
each month from the Chinese
mainland.
Two-thirds to three-fourths of
this refugee population are housed
in improvised shacks of w o o d
frame construction sealed against
the weather with flattened t i n
cans. There are little or no sani
tation facilities in the sprawling
refugee camps, and the nearest
water hydrant might be anywhere
from one-quarter of a mile to two
miles away. Because of a severe
strain on the water supply, each
family is limited to two buckets
of water per day.

6 REFUGEE COLLEGES

He cited the existence in Hong
Kong of six refugee colleges, ex
plaining they are heavily popu
lated with refugee students who
fled to Hong Kong without fi
nances and often without families.
One of these colleges is main
tained by mission funds. The re
maining five must rely upon in
genuity and charity to sustain
themselves.
Dr. Gallagher described the
conditions of a typical student
whom he had met. The student
was fortunate enough to have an
area eight feet by eight feet which
he called his home. It consisted of
walls woven of palm fronds that
had been braced between t w o
other shacks of similar dimen
sions, each housing o n e w h o l e
family. The student was the only
member of his family outside the
Bamboo Curtain.
About every eighth student is
a TB suspect, but no adequate
facilities for preventive measures
and treatment are available. WUS
Plans to establish a TB clinic and
ten-bed ward for students, con
tributing the cost of building ma
terials if this money can b e
raised. Students will help build
the ward, working as part of a
arger work camp.

MISS WOOL ITCHES
FOR STATE FINALS

Shell Shells Out
$1500 In Aid To UOP

Soph Doll Dance
To Be Held March 3

Renew Or Reapply
For Scholarships

The University of the Pacific
has received a $1,500 donation
from the Shell Assists program
of the Shell Companies Founda
tion, Inc., President Robert E.
Burns recently announced.
Under the terms of the program,
the contribution will be divided
into three $500 grants.
The first grant is an undesig
nated fund which may be used in
any way the officials of the school
desire.
The second grant is to be used
in encouraging additional profes
sional development of any mem
bers of the University's faculty.
The third grant is for the ad
ditional professional development
of individual faculty members in
the departments of engineering,
mathematics, and the physical
sciences.

"Soph Sock Hop" has been
chosen the theme for this year's
all-school dance sponsored by the
University's sophomore class. Pa
cific's gymnasium will set t h e
scene for the dance which i s
scheduled for Friday, March 3.

Students who are planning to
apply for scholarships for the fall
semester of 1961, may pick up
their applications in the office of
the Director of Admissions, room
105 Administration.
Completed
applications must be submitted by
the March 15 deadline for con
sideration.
Those students, who are now on
scholarship, must reapply if they
wish to have their present schol
arships renewed, or revised.

Larry Leasure and his band will
provide music for the girl-ask-boy
event which will begin at 8:30
p.m. In keeping with the theme,
shoes will be checked at the door.
The crowning of the 1961 Uni
versity of Pacific "Soph Doll" will
highlight the evening's festivities.
Each women's living group has
selected a sophomore girl repre
sentative and the final choice of
the judges will be announced mid
way through the dance.

Coordinating the affair are Bob
Sauers, sophomore class presi
dent; A1 Pross, vice president;
Two California firms have do
Wendy Waldie, secretary; Le
nated equipment valued at $11,600
Knight, treasurer; and Ju Dee
to the electrical engineering de
partment of the University of the
Pacific's School of Engineering,
President Robert E. Burns recent
ly announced.
The Hewlett-Packard Company
of Palo Alto has given the depart
ment an $800 oscilloscope, an elec
tronic measuring device for an
alyzing electronic circuits.
Approximately $10,800 of auto
matic control laboratory equip
ment has been donated by t h e
Beckman Instrument Corp. of
Fullerton. The parts will be used
in the assembly of functioning
control systems in a course and
lab in automatic control theory,
according to Lawrence Colip, as
sistant professor of electrical en
gineering.

Campbell, sophomore class repre
sentative.
"The sophomores hope to see a
great percentage of the student
body at this Soph Hop. With two
weeks remaining, the girls of the
campus should hurry to ask the
man of their choice to the dance.
The "Hop" precedes the annual
17-school Soph Doll Dance to be
held April 28 in the Bay Area,"
according to Sauers.

MARI-ANNE

HOW PACIFIC HELPS

Roni Williams, WUS Chairman,
announced that this year's Serv
ice Week will start on February
26 and end on March 2. The big
event of the week will be t h e
always exciting auction in t h e
gym. Upper classmen will remem
ber how much fun last year's auc
tion was, plus having a substan
tial amount of money being raised
for a good cause.

SHIRTWAISTER®

A smart girl's fashion love is Serbin's
new version of your favorite
. shirfwaister® with stand-away collar

WUS DOES HELP
Recently, a Chinese girl in
Hong Kong wrote a letter to
a friend at Redlands University,
stating in part: "The World Uni
versity Service Committee, com
posed of representatives from all
the refugee colleges, has b e e n
busy almost every afternoon. It
has been giving food parcels to
1400 students and professors
every month, distributing vita
mins, raising funds for Hungarian
students, and planning many
large projects."
This letter, depicting some of
the work that the refugee stu
dents in Hong Kong are doing not
only to help themselves, but also
to help other students through
WUS, has caused many of us to
wonder whether we in America
really are doing all we can.

Red-haired, blue-eyed Marilyn
Holappa recently was selected as
Miss Wool of San Joaquin County.
The pert, University of the Pa
cific coed was chosen from a field
of twenty beauties.
Marilyn, since entering Pacific,
has participated in many campus
activities. She is currently presi
dent of her sorority, Kappa Alpha
Theta, and vice-chairman of the
Student Social Control Board.
Marilyn also has served as Sopho
more Class Secretary and as a
member of the Women's Recrea
tion Association.
The next event for the local
area wool queen will be to par
ticipate in the State Finals at
Bakersfield this weekend. The Na
tional Finals will be held in Texas
next month.
Marilyn hopes to follow in the
footsteps of Marsha McDonnell' a
Pacific coed last year who re
ceived the title of Miss Wool of
California.

designed in cotton chambray;
matching hemp belt with leather tab.
Your choice of toile scenic print,
stripe, solid, or check.
In gold, beige, green, or lilac.
Print in blue also.

, 8-16

$16.98

Style: #5100 solid
Style: #5101 stripe
Style: #5102 check
Style: #5103 print

FOOTE'S 5 -10- 15c STORE
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
STATIONERY - CREPE PAPER - PARTY SUPPLIES
NOTIONS - RIBBONS - SEWING SUPPLIES
TOILET ARTICLES

v.

<J-JEUACK
1700 pacific avenue
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SOCIAL HAPPENINGS

Charlene-Jack
Pinned

Bettie-Larry
Engaged

Yellow daisies arranged on a
brown candle served to announce
the engagement of Bettie McClus.
SPRING EVENTS AT PACIFIC
ky and Larry Swan on January
12. While the candle was being
Spring semester at U.O.P. will There will be a Mardi Gras Queen
passed, Nancy Armstrong, sororbe one of the most exciting the which is chosen from the women s
campus has ever experienced. The living groups and then voted upon
ity sister of Bettie, read a poem.
event which is freshest in all of by all students. She will reign
Bettie, a member of Delta Gam
a
poem.
our minds is Band Frolic. This over the Mardi Gras Ball, usually
ma, is a senior from Berkeley,
event is scheduled for February held in the civic auditorium. Car
Speech therapy is Charlene s majoring in art, English, and edu
24th and 25th. All living groups nival booths and costumes will
an
cation. She has served on the
chosen major. She is a
are anticipating both evenings for add much excitement and color to
Naranjado staff for the past tw0
hails
from
Eureka,
California.
each will give the groups a chance this spectacular event.
years and has actively particiCharlene
spent
last
summer
va
Advanced registration will be
to show all the work and prepara
cationing in the Hawaiian islands pated in many student affairs.
gin
on
the
12th
of
May
which
will
tion which went into the spectacu
Larry makes his home in Napa,
with two of her sorority sisters.
lar show they will be presenting. give the students a chance to sign
Jack, a senior, makes his home California, and is a senior politi
up
for
fall
classes.
Immediately
March will bring Pan-Hell rush
Social Calendar
in San Jose and is an international cal science major. He has been
ing. About two hundred freshmen following will come dead week.
relations major. Jack is presently active in student body activities
February 17
Final
schedules
will
then
b
e
are expected to rush this year.
Open
House,
Baun
Hall
since he entered Pacific. As well
treasurer of the senior class.
April is usually a very antici posted and students will begin to
Frosh Basketball—Stockton
as serving as the chairman of the
wrap
up
a
very
very
exciting
four
pated month for it means Easter
Basketball
Game—Loyola, here
1959 Homecoming Parade and
vacation. Only, this year, Easter and a half months.
Cathie-Mel
Studio Theatre Production
Freshman Camp in 1960, he is
Along
with
these
major
activi
vacation begins on March 26th
Inter-Fraternity Council delegate
Tri
Delta
Initiation
ties, long disputed water fights,
and ends on April 3rd.
Engaged
(Tri Delta Week)
for his fraternity, Delta Upsilon.
bicycle
excursions,
and
trips
to
Strawberry Breakfast is plan
AKL dance
Members of Delta Delta Delta Last month, Larry was selected a
ned for April 30. This morning the pool will involve the partici
and Archania were the first to member of IVho's Who In Ameri
students gather to enjoy red ripe pation of the entire student body. February 18
Delta Upsilon dance
Graduation will officially end
hear of the engagement of Cathie can Colleges and Universities.
strawberries.
Open House, Baun Hall
Gunter and Mel Slocum a week
Mardi Gras is the spectacular the spring semester of 1961. Sen
Frosh Basketball—College
ago Thursday evening.
activity for the month of May. iors will leave and all students
of Marin (here)
Prior to the announcement, Ca
This is a two-day weekend com will anticipate their new class
Basketball
Game—Pepperdine
thie sent two clues to her sorority
parable to a three-ring circus. standing.
(here)
sisters. A floral arrangement,
Studio Theatre Production
was presented to Mrs. Nannie
STUDY TOURS
Gail-Dick Engaged February 20
Maupin, Tri Delta housemother.
WRA Intramural Volleyball
f Original Study Tour to Pacific^)
After dinner that evening, Mrs.
Inter-fraternity council mem
February 21
Maupin read a poem which re
bers announced this spring's rush
Boxing Show at Civic Aud.
vealed the nuptial plans of the
ing dates at last week's I.F.C.
February 22
meeting. The sign-up period for
couple.
Washington's Birthday —
Cathie is a junior from Redlands
all eligible college men is from
College holiday
California, and claims speech
March 6 to March 10. To be eli
F'ebruary 24
UNIV. SUMMER SESSION
therapy as her major. She is serv
gible a man must possess an ac
Band Frolic
ing as Tri Delta's Panhellenic
cumulative average of 2.0 and be
6 CREDITS
February 25
delegate
and
as
PSA
secretary.
a college student for one full
Band Frolic
Mel is a member of Blue Key
semester.
and Who's Who and was appoint
Open House is on Thursday
Price includes: Ship outbound.
Jet return: campus dormitory
DeDe- Ed
ed Commissioner of Communica
evening, March 9, and Preference
accommodations: beach dress
tions last year. Mel has served as
Day is Friday, March 17.
ing room and lockers: extensive
Engaged
schedule of parties, dinners, enPSA President since September of
An orientation meeting for
| tertainment, social functions,
those who are interested in learn
1960.
sightseeing, sailing, beach activ
The couple will be married on
ing what fraternity rushing and
Announcement of the engage
ities; all necessary tour services.
Waikiki hotel-apartment and
pledging means and consists of ment of Gail Manning and Dick
June 16.
| other transportation at adjusted
will be held during the early part Fraser was made to Delta Gamma
rates.
of the formal rush period. The membership on January 12. A
Carol-Mike
exast time and location of this in white satin pillow, adorned with a
formative session will be an white candle and a white Bible,
Pinned
nounced later.
was passed while Gail read a se
Carol
Owens
and Mike Cusanolection from the "Prophet."
vich
announced
their pinning
Gail, a senior, makes her home
SAN FRANCISCO STATE COL.
vows a week ago Thursday even
in Victoria, British Columbia, and
SUMMER SESSION
ing
at
Kappa
Alpha
Theta's
dress
is majoring in speech therapy.
6 CREDITS
dinner.
She has been active in Pacific
University of the Pacific will be
Carol, a Theta pledge, chose a
Theater since her freshman year.
represented this year on Mademoi
white candle enlivened with baby
Dick, also from Victoria, is a
selle's national College Board by
red roses in a glass brandy snifter
Five Pacific areas: Hawaii, Ja
senior medical student at the Uni
pan, Formosa, Manila, Hong
Beverly Baker of Delta Gamma
with a base of white carnations
versity
of
British
Columbia
Medi
Kong. Price includes: Roundtrip
Bev is among the 842 students
to
reveal
her
pinning.
by ship and first class services
at 330 colleges who will report to cal School in Vancouver, Canada.
ashore—best
hotels, all meals,
This event climaxed a secret
The couple will be married in
sightseeing, inland sea cruise,
Mademoiselle this year on college
kept
by
the
couple
since
Christ
all tips, full program of evening
Victoria on August 26. Following,
life and the colloge scene.
and special social events, plus
De De Armbruster announced mas eve when Mike presented Car
As a College Board member, they will make their home in Van
all necessary tour services. You
ol with the Delta Upsilon sweet
couver
where
Dick
will
intern
and
enjoy
the Orient by participation,
her
engagement
to
Ed
Gullette
on
she will complete an assignment
not only by seeing it.
Wednesday, February 8, at Covell heart pin in a crown setting. Both
that will help her explore her Gail will work as a therapist.
sophomores, Carol and Mike have
Hall.
interests and abilities in writing,
ALSO
A pink candle, surrounded by been dating since high school and
editing, fashion, advertising, or
Sue-Ellen-Karl
are both from Van Nuys. Califor
pink
carnations
and
red
rose
buds,
art, in competition for the twenty
was passed while Brenda Robin nia.
Guest Editorships to be awarded
Pinned
Activities chairman of Theta
by the magazine at the end of
A red candle, surrounded by red son read a poem written by Gul and a 3.0 student, vivacious Carol
lette.
May.
carnations was passed among Sue9 CREDITS
De De is a senior majoring in still finds time for her interesting
Ellen Case's friends at Covell Hall
hobby, mosaic work. She is major
speech
therapy
and
hails
from
Hawaii program above com
January 12th to announce her
bined and followed by 21
Phoenix, Arizona. De De has sung ing in speech therapy.
pinning to Karl Jacobs.
day Japan Study Tour.
Mike, newly initiated member of
at
several
Pacific
rallies.
Sue-Ellen is from Ventura, a
Inglewood, California, is Ed's Delta Upsilon fraternity, is ma
freshman majoring in English and
home.
He is a senior, majoring joring in chemistry and is a mem
Apply:
Philosophy. She is active in the
AT ITS FINEST
ber of the Pacific tennis team.
in
economics.
A Cappella Choir.

Delta Upsilon and Delta Gamma
were first to learn of the pm™?
of Charlene Robinson and Jack
Bursch on Thursday, February 9.
A pink candle with rose buds was
passed at the Delta Gamma dress
dinner while Kathy Morrison read

HOWARD

Fraternity Rushing

HAWAII

63 DAYS Z <549

ORIENT

UP IS REPRESENTED
ON MAGAZINE BOARD

66 DAYS 5',*1892

HAWAII-1APAN TOUR
82 DAYS only >1892

BUTCHERING
The

CAMPUS
BARBER
S H O P

A sophomore, Karl is also ma
joring in English, active in Phi-Mu
Alpha, A Cappella Choir, and is
treasurer o f Archania. H i s
hometown is San Francisco.
After announcements were made
the Archites serenaded Sue-Sllen
and Karl in Covell Hall.

THE END ZONE

MRS. EDITH S. ADKINS

YOUR FRIENDLY MEETING SPOT

HO 6-3581

Covell Hall

OPEN FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

L

3 BARBERS
TO
SERVE Y O U

Don't Forget the Pacific
Tradition - Band FrolicNext Friday Night

Mon. - Thurs — 7:30 A.M. - 11:00 P.M.
Fri. — 7:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Sun. — 2:30 P.M. - 10:00 P.M.

STUDY TOURS
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YOUTHFUL AFRICAN EXAMINES
PUZZLING CULTURAL ELEMENTS
OF UNITED STATES AND AFRICA

Greeks Elect
House Officers

Page Five

HONDAY HORNING...

7:30 a.m. — the heater's off — cold — foggy as usual — hey,
roomie, turn off the alarm — too early to get up — it's only the
Newly elected officers for both first day of spring semester — I get 6 cuts anyway in my 8 o'clock
the sororities and fraternities — got a bad head — must be sick —- good week, that semester
By ED NICOLAUS
have begun their terms for the break — ought to insert more of them — maybe one after each
First to be interviewed in a series of articles is John Kigunda. forthcoming semester with the round of midterms —
John is a senior, majoring: in Economics. His home town is Nairobi, exception of Delta Delta Delta
7:35 ajn. — shut up, roomie, it's too early to talk — too cold —
Kenya, East Africa. At age twenty-two, John enjoys most sports who will elect their officers on
too
foggy
— need the rest after that week of vacation — what a
states that track and soccer are his favorites, but finds little time March 2.
vacation — yeah, straight arrow girls are really bad news —
to enjoy them.
Delta Gamma officers include
7:40 a.m. — maybe I should get up and go to class — hmm —
John's primary education centered in Kenya, first at a Protest Maries Burk, president; Ann
ant missionary for lower grades. Later, he attended Catholic mis Hockman, first vice president; no point in it though — no tests this week — too cold — too
sionary schools. These schools were run by the government and the Vicki Pratt, second vice president; foggy — only the first week of school — what you mumbling
University of Cambridge, respectively. Following, John went to Judy DeVoto, rush chairman; about? — your mama dogs what? — works in a green stamp
center? — shut up, too early to talk —
Government College in Kenya for two years.
Linda Stagg, scholarship; Mary
In Kenya, the school system ist
7:45 a.m. — turn off that radio — you want to listen to Don
Beth Lee, treasurer; Sallie Brun,
different from that of the United
McNeill's
Breakfast Club? — it's giving me a headache — any
house
manager;
Susie
Palmer,
whether we shall be independent.
States. Here, the government
The question now is how we are corresponding secretary; Mary Bufferin? — too cold to walk to the john and get some — what
controls the schools and makes
going to maintain and preserve it. Mitchell, recording secretary; Bev are you turning on the light for? —
graduating tests and examinations
7:50 a.m. — class in 10 minutes •— never will make it — what's
But I feel there is no need for me Baker, social chairman; and Jane
for all schools compulsory. The
new
in the paper? — Jack and Jackie and Caroline went to mass —
and the other Africans to explain Drobnick, panhellenic delegate.
Cambridge University Syndicate
that's new??? — Oh, Ike played golf yesterday and Dick was his
or justify demand for self-govern
sets the graduation examination
caddy — sure must have been a slow news day — turn off the
ment. This is a basic human right KAPPA ALPHA THETA
for levels in all the twelve grades
Kappa Alpha Theta elected Mar light — go to sleep — too early to talk — too cold —
of all people everywhere. Y o u
for all British connected countries,
7:55 a.m. — Nikita and Fidel are challenging each other in
once fought for it, too. There are ilyn Holappa, president; Karen
of which Kenya is one. Recently
and there will be many problems Beaver, vice president; Sally tennis — quit reading the paper — Peanuts is amazing you say? —
more demand is being placed on
to be faced but we shall handle Copp, standards; Gwen Thomp let me see it -— ha, ha, ha, ha, (canned laughter) — don't tell me
high schools for the required gen
them, make mistakes and learn son, corresponding secretary; Lin to be quiet — hey, why are you turning off the light? —
eral educational background ma
8:00 a.m. — turn the light back on — gots to read this article
from our mistakes. Again, if af da Kelly, recording secretary;
terial. Consequently, all high
ter over fifty years, not enough Janice O'Donnell, treasurer; Kath- on the economic history of Marilyn Monroe —- pre-marital, marital,
schools now have to go up to the
people have been trained to man y Hood, rush chairman; and Judy and post-marital — don't tell me to shut up — say, Herb Caen is
fourteenth grade.
still drinking scotch — Sherwood's on yogurt — we should have
a government of a country like Hanshue, house manager.
a
nation whine day this week — wake up — are you asleep? —
GOOD ENGLISH
Kenya, we cannot expect to have ZETA PHI
8:05 a.m. — gee, what a friendly roomie — nobody wants to be
John speaks very good English. them in the next one or two
Officers of Zeta Phi are: Caro friendly with me in the morning — I guess I'll get up — brrrr —
When asked where he learned years."
lyn Watson, president; Shirley it's cold — too foggy — missed class — brrrr —
the tongue, he replied, "In the OTHER NATIONS
Pylant, first vice president; Susan
missionary schools. Many of the
Regarding his opinion on the Mossier, second vice president;
teachers were from Scotland and
problems of the rest of the Afri Joyce Williamson, corresponding
Ireland as well as from Kenya."
can nations, John feels that Afri secretary; Joanne Bramlett, re
I asked John what he thought
ca is a continent of its own and cording secretary; Nilsine Nilsof the Americans. He said they
FROM
FOR STUDENTS
should devote most of its effort son, treasurer; Karen Lang, house
had a tendency to be warm to
to develop the African community manager; Eileen Covey, chaplain;
visitors, but he differentiates be
and the African personality. Barbara Reynolds, service chair
tween warmth and sincerity. How
"Yours may be a good way of man; and Marion Porterfield, ser
ever, he admitted that he had not life for you," John added, "but it geant at arms.
seen or met enough Americans to
may not be necessarily good for ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
really form an opinion.
us.
New officers of Alpha Kappa
SEGREGATION
"There are all kinds of environ Lambda are Norman Ciampi,
Another vital question asked ments and conditions of the place
president; Ralph Johnson, vice
John was his feelings toward seg and time to be considered. But
president; Dave McVay, secre
regation. This was of particular over and above everything else
tary; Clark Newcomb, treasurer;
interest to him. He said, "The every effort should be made to
Rich Bastoni, rush chairman;
United States stands out as a avoid having any part in the eastJack Caufield, pledge master; and
leader in the free world, but right west struggle. The standard of
Harold Gianetti, sergeant at arms.
in its own backyard are practices living of our people is disturbing
contrary to what she stands for. and should be our main point of ARCHANIA
She loses great moral effective concern."
Alpha Kappa Phi elected Bill
ness in the international commun
Duebner, president; Gerry Chong,
ity because of this rather unfor RETURN TO HOMELAND
vice president; Ted Olson, social
Although John likes the United chairman; Cap Hancock, corre
tunate domestic situation. This
was a problem which many peo States, he plans to return to Ken sponding secretary; Steve Collins,
ple, particularly in the African ya after his studies. He feels that
(Continued on page 8)
continent, did not know very much his country needs him and every
about. But it came very much in other Kenyan who has had a
the forefront during the Little chance to receive an education. He Registrar Announces
Rock issue and it has been that feels it would be selfish to stay
Spring Filing Dates
in the United States.
way ever since.
When asked if he plans to enter
CURRENT ISSUE
The University of the Pacific
"This problem is still more un politics he replied, "I would like Registrar's Office has released
to
serve
my
country
and
people
in
fortunate for it happens to be a
filing dates for the spring sem
current issue at a time when a any way I can."
ester. The last day to add courses
John
is
active
on
the
Pacific
cold war exists to leave the newly
to a student's study list is Febru
emerging countries into alighting campus. He is a member of the ary 20, 1961. If a student wishes
College
Y
where
he
is
chairman
of
hemselves economically, militar
to add a course after this date, a
ily. or ideologically, one way or Y conferences. He is also, for the $5.00 late petition fee is required.
second year, president of the In
the other."
Admission to any course after the
It was also interesting to note ternational Club. John spends $5.00 late petition fee has been
most
of
his
free
time
working
for
at John felt there was just as
paid is subject to the approval of
jbuch segregation in the rest of this club.
the Personnel Committee.
e
,, United States as there is in
March 22, 1961, is the last day
South, only it is behind the
for a student to withdraw from
-cene. This is particularly true in
any course without penalty. This
he housing and, very amazingly,
111 church.
is also the last day for a student
to receive a tuition refund for any
INDEPENDENCE
"Operation Abolition," a film courses dropped. After this date, a
Kenya is important in John's that has recently become the focal late
1
petition fee of $5.00 is re
This special offer to students is
ir,md' It: win become independent point of a great deal of contro quired in order to drop a course.
too
good to miss! It's a chance you
7n (vv^ear s ^me' Here, there are versy, will be shown in the Stock Also, a statement from the stu
may never have again, so
,000 whites and 150,000 Indians. ton area next Wednesday, Feb.
dent's instructor must be obtained
take advantage of it NOW.
ian is a businessman. The
Wh>
1
22 ,at 7:30 p.m. The movie will be which states either a "WP" (pass
e
has
, ,
been the administrator shown in Westminster Hall of the ing grade) or a "WF" (failing
mer for a number of years.
GIT YOURS TODAY —AVAILABLE AT
Th
First Presbyterian Church, which grade) effective at the time the
oncoming independence both- is located on El Dorado and Vine.
e
course is to be dropped. In special
the u"1 f°r he fears that Pr°bably The movie, which depicts and instances, the Personnel Commit
ory
of
his
own
tin
,
past ac- explains the riots in San Francis tee of the University may approve
ns might stand in his way.
co during the Un-American Activi a course drop until May 1. After
asked whether Kenya is
read
ties Committee investigations, has May 1, no drop can be made by a
— ON CAMPUS FOR YOU —
j , y I°i-r lnae
independence
not received widespread criticism as a
•lohn
Penaence or
or not
student without his receiving an
1 eplied, "The question is not propaganda vehicle.
automatic "F" in the course.

SHEAFFERS

ifiipen

Controversial
Movie Feb. 22

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
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PACIFIC DEFEATED
•
4

By JON STEIXMAN

University of San Francisco s
defensive minded, ball controlling,
sharp shooting Dons added sopho
more sensation Ed Thomas, who
tallied 20 points, to their attack j
and then turned it against Pa! cific's Tigers last Saturday night
in the Tiger gym. The result was
„ 53-40 point West Coast Athletic
Conference victory for the visitors
from San Francisco.
The Dons, the nation s fifth
best defensive squad, used board
strength, ball control, and deadeye floor shooting to earn their
fourth conference victory in five
league outings and remain in a
challenging position for the WCAC title.
The San Franciscan's kept the
lane open by stationing two men
on either side in the forecourt
and then set up in a triangular
pattern in the back-court with
Lloyd Moffatt "playmaking" from
the top of the key. From this of
fense the Hilltoppers demonstrat
ed their tremendous passing abil
ity which they used to spring
men into the clear for shots. The
quick snap passes plus position
switching both underneath a n d
outside completely baffled the Ti
gers and, many times, resulted in
a bucket by a Don who was clear
in the forecourt. However, it was
also the fine outside shooting of
Thomas, Moffatt, and Charlie
Range that forced the Tigers to
Ken Stanley, of the University of the Pacific scor<* «eM goal come out, thus opening up the
in recent cage play although Pacific is not
among rim area for close, inside shots.
Pacific jumped off to an early
tories as coach Van Sweet would desire,
™r(f
the top ten scorers in the nation. Ken is not only a top scor
6-2 first period lead on two buckbut is also effective in rebounding and baU handling.
ets by junior Sandy Bleier and a
steal, followed by a length of the
court drive and a lay-in by guard
Gary Brinck. The lead was short
lived, however, as Thomas' jump
at last!
shot from just left of the key
gave the visitors a 7-6 advantage,
smart
a lead they never relinquished.
and
The Tigers remained in conten
tion throughout the first half,
sensible
never trailing by more than six
points. It was the fine shooting
of Bleier, who had eight in the

CONTINENTALS

RafU&ti
CONTINENTAL SLACKS

Clean, uncluttered waist
•with internal side ad
justments.
• Quarter-lop slanted
pockets that you can
reach into.
Slim, comfortable
legs and —no
cuffs,
In washable, goodlooking Bedford
cord. This year's fa
vorite colors.
Sizes 26 to 36, $4.95
Also sizes 4 to 12,
$3.98 and 14 to 18i
$4.50

Sign elite Lead

HO 4-7669

0^
IS

MEN'S CLOTHIER

2 10 5
PACIFIC AVE.

Action from last year's boxing show featuring tag
Jing match.

—

SPIKERS BEGIN

t

The 1961 sodbusters, under the
auspice of head mentor Jack
Marden, seem to be shaping up
real well after their first full
week of scheduled practices.
Coach Marden states that he is
very pleased with the turnout and
mental attitude of the track
irants AU in all> the present
the coming season

Tiger Boxers
Seek Victory

This coming Tuesday night at
8:00 in the evening, the Block P
Society will present its annual
boxing show in the Stockton Civ
ic Auditorium.
Jim Bush, this year's organizer
of the event, promises that the
show will be as interesting and
p
that were mainly responsible for
Marden, a former Pacific spe- exciting to watch as it has been
keeping Pacific in the contest. The cialist himself, has placed in th in the past.
Tigers left the .floor at halftime National A.A.U., National N.C.
At present, there are seven
down by a 24-18 count.
A.A. and was a participant m the
_
OlvmDic trials in 1956. He has scheduled matches. The boxing
In the second half the Dons
1;51 and 4.07 in the 880 show will begin with Larry Leitch
fighting Gene Vaughn and will be
moved to a quick nine point lead
respectively,
and held between an eight and dnu
followed by Al Mitchel vs. Grant
fifteen point margin the greater
in the 440 yard dash there are Johnson, Skip Anstead vs. Ralph
part of the period. It was in the three prime aspirants: Steve Da- "Tiger" Figi, Eran Youngblood vs.
second half, however, that the vis with a 49.7 clocking; Fred Dil- Nuchan Agarizian, Bob Reed vs.
Pacific crowd came to life as Ti- lemuth, 50.2; and Doug Nichols, John Scot, and Lionel Siqueria vs.
ger guard Ken Stanley, the na- 50.5. With a fourth man, still John Ransome. The highlight o
tion's seventh ranked scorer going undetermined, this should make the show will be the main event,
into the contest and playing on a |for a well rounded mile relay matching Jim Bush against Terry
I badly bruised ankle, came to life. team.
Marshburn.
Held to two field goals in the first
In the weight division the main
T h e individuals participating
half, Stanley started to connect. contenders are Lionel Sequeira, promise to give the spectators
Hitting jump shots along the base discus 160 feet; and Bob Klein,
clean and exciting entertainmen •
line, driving through the Don de javelin, 150 feet.
Each contest will consist of three
fense and hitting lay-ins, plus con
two-minute rounds. The figWs
Clearing
the
high
jump
bar
will
necting on driving left handed
will be judged as to fighting abil
be Ted Watkins, a freshman.
Last
hooks from
IIUUIVO
11U1U the
L11V- left side, the Oak
.
.
,
land product hit 20 points tieing year Ted placed third in the state ity and sportsmanship of the par
ticular fighters.
USF's Thomas as the game's high with a jump of 6 ft. 514"
Also present in the show will
scorer.
The participants in the hurdles
However, his teammates could- will be Ted White who clocked be an intermission tag teanj
n't give him any scoring help and 19.6 in the 180 lows last year, wrestling match. This match wi
Stanley couldn't match the Don Willie Hector with a 14.7 clocking find Bob "Drivers" Mazzuca ana
trio of Thomas, Moffatt and in the 120 highs, and John Du- Wayne "Bull" Clem pitted agains
Range; thus the San Franciscan's pree in the 220 yard low hurdler, Duane "The Innocent" Isetti an
began widening their lead. AlIn the sprints Robert Reed Chuck "Reverant" Verduzco. Bot
though Pacific made a final leads the pack with a 9.7 clock- Isetti and Verduzco admit t h e y
charge near the end of the tilt, ing in the hundred yard dash, might not have the size, but they
three quick buckets iced the 13 Waymond Hall has clocked 9.8 have speed and youth on the
RlriP.
noint Don victory.
'nTlrl Willie Hector 9.9

ssssswsstsp- —-
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DR. PADL STAGG HADED
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS

EDITOR

L

JACK MOYNIHAN

ROHDE HEW
GRID HEAD

The University of Pacific foot come more important to us in de
ball team will have a new brand termining the number of scholar
of football next fall according to ships we will have. "We want to
newly appointed head coach John go after the best players we can
Rohde.
gbt who will qualify academical
Rohde, named Jan. 26th to re ly."
place Jack Myers, will use the
As the situation now stands,
Larry Siemering offense which Rohde and Campora expect
consists of the tight-T formation. squad of about 40 to show up for
Rohde also stated he will employ spring practice. As many as nine
a "winged-T and some double wing of these will be junior college
formations."
transfers. Five of the transfers
John Rohde and his new assist picked up all-league tags in their
ant, Don "Tiny" Campora were respective conferences last year.
both members of Pacific's 1949 J.C. TRANSFERS
squad which went undefeated in
The all-league transfers include
11 games. They scored 575 points two Taft Junior College stars,
with the great number "40" at tackle Dave Pett, 6-3, 225 pounds,
quarterback, Eddie LeBaron. The and Jim Schmidt, a 6-1 215-pound
1949 club was known as the famed guard. Others include tackle Bob
"500 Club."
Scardina, a 6-0, 220-pound tackle
Rohde is looking forward to his from Monterey JC; Mark Noonfirst head coaching job. At the an, a 5-11, 215-pound tackle from
same time he feels that the "re Santa Rosa JC; and Bob Bimson,
oriented" gridiron program is no a 6-3, 235-pound tackle from El
obstacle to a successful season.
Camino JC.
Coach Rohde stated that "he
Returning to Pacific again are
wanted to play as big a brand of Pat Malloy and Rick Gordon. Malfootball as we can without ex loy, a transfer from Stockton Col
tensive travel. Actually, we are lege is a 6-4, 235-pound tackle. Gor
only curtailing travel. We won't don, a 6-1, 190-pound end returns
play any teams east of the Rock from San Jose City College. Gor
ies."
don played end on the 1959 frosh
team.
PLAY COAST TEAMS
In addition to the junior college
He also expressed hope that Pa
transfers,
Rohde will have two
cific can get together with Stan
"redshirts."
The "redshirts" are
ford and the University of Cali
Steve
Hinkle,
a 5-11, 210-pound
fornia now that Pacific is more
guard who transferred to Pacific
competitive scholastically.
During recent seasons, the Tig from the Naval Academy. He is
ers have had a five man coaching joined by a University of Califor
staff. This year Rohde and Cam nia transfer, James Horst, a 6-3,
220-pound end.
pora will be aided by two student
assistants. Outgoing assistants Sid FINALS HURT
Declared ineligible because of
Hall and George Dickson have
new assistant coaching jobs at Id scholastic difficulties were tackle
Paul Wicker, guard Ron Wordon,
aho and Tulane respectively.
Outlining his goals for the com and ends Larry Guilford and
ing campaign, Rohde stated that Wade Selman. All were lettermen.
Also leaving Pacific because of
he did not believe Pacific had done
a
bad thing in confining its foot personal reasons were halfback
ball activities to the West Coast. Ray Heinrich, rumored transfer
"We will play the best teams we ring to the University of Oklaho
°an without paying a huge guar ma, and Chuck Adams who re
antee, and we will try to make it turned to San Diego JC.
as pleasing as possible, and win
Graduation will take away thir
as much as possible." So far the teen more Tiger footballers. In
schedule calls for eight games, cluded are Shrine game star Carl
bnt it has not been officially re Kammerer who has been drafted
leased yet.
by the San Francisco 49'ers, and
Willie Hector, number five draft
QUARTERBACK CLUB HELPS choice of the Los Angeles Rams.
Rohde also pointed out the fact Both have been ticketed for de
bat The Quarterback Club will be- fensive duty by their respective
clubs.
Looking at the bright side of the
picture, Rohde will have most of
his backfield men returning. Get
ting a long look at quarterback
will be Jack Sparrow. At fullback
again will be Dick Scott, last
year's leading ground gainer. As
for the interior line, the junior col
lege transfers will add depth.

Under the direction of head
coach Chris Kjeldsen, the swim
ming team is putting on finishing
touches in preparation for t h e
coming season. Last year the team
won 4 and lost 6, one of the few
losing seasons for Pacific. Coach
Kjeldsen promises this will not
be the case this year.
Returning from last year's squad
are Pat Mealiffe in the sprints,
Conner Sutton, a distance man
and the only senior on the team,
Bruce Brown who does the butter
fly, Gary Wyckoff in the back
stroke, and John Marks and Eddie
Kotel who specializes in diving.
Coach Kjeldsen expects fine
things from his new men- which
include Leo Bruning, Dave Leon
ard, Kipp Olney, Bill Rose and,
John Apgar.
All in all the outlook is for a
good season. Anyone interested in
joining the squad can do so by
contacting coach Chris Kjeldsen.
The first meet is scheduled f o r
February 18th at 11 o'clock with
Oregon at U.O.P.

Dr. Paul Stagg, director of
Athletics, football coach, and head
of the physical education depart
ment at Pacific University in For
est Grove, Ore., has been named
director of physical education and
athletics at the University of the
Pacific, President Robert E,
Burns announced today.
Son of the famous Amos Alon
zo Stagg, the new director has
bachelor of science degree in geo
graphy from the University of
Chicago, where he played football
under the tutelage of his father
a master of arts degree in physi
cal education from Columbia Uni
versity; and a doctor of philoso
phy degree in physical education
from New York University.
Stagg held positions as director
of athletics and coach at Mora
DR. PAUL STAGG
vian College in Bethlehem, Pa.,
and football coach and professor
of physical education at Spring
field College and Worcester Poly
technic Institute, Mass., before
joining the staff of Pacific Uni
ule, Davey scored 124 points for
versity in 1947.
a 12.4 points per game average and
The University of Pacific Fresh shot at a 38% clip from the floor.
Author of several articles and
member of various professional men Basketball Team promises to
Also contributing heavily to the
organizations, the director will be bring bright hopes to Varsity Head Ti-Cubs success thus far has been
on the Stockton campus for a Coach Van Sweet. The freshmen Jim Scheel and John Kipp. Scheel
month during the summer and team has shown not only marks is a 6'4", 200 pounder from Bill
will assume his new duties in manship in shooting, but also will ings, Montana. He came to the Pa
September.
bring much needed depth to the cific campus completely unknown
Stagg's appointment to the new Varsity.
to Coach Sweet and promptly
post, which will bring all physical
The Ti-Cubs jumped off to a made the starting unit with his
education and athletic activities good start this year, winning six smoth play.
under the over-all direction of an in a row and now holds an 8-3 rec
Scheel has averaged 8.2 points
administrative head, is part of ord. Although the team lost three per game in 10 ball games and be
the re-orientation program an valuable players, Leo Middleton, sides being one of the club's floor
nounced by Dr. Burns in Decem Charles Strambler, and Jack Scha- leaders is one of the best rebound
ber.
low, it still shows much potential. ers for the Ti-Cubs. Scheel's twin
In naming Stagg, Dr. Burns said
The leading scorer for the frosh brother is showing his wares for
he is confident the new director
through
their first eleven games the Utah State University fresh
will carry on the fine athletic
has
been
Bob Kelley. The 6'2", 200 men basketballers.
tradition and ideals with which
Kipp is the only Stockton pro
pound
star
has averaged 13.6
his father was so closely associa
duct on the ball club. The 6'6", 190points
per
game,
while
shooting
ted.
42% from the floor. Kelley is also p o u n d e r w a s p e r h a p s b e t t e r
one of the club's top rebounders, known for his high school golfing
exploits at Stagg high than for
averaging 10.0 per game.
Sticking close to Kelley in the his basketball. But his major re
scoring derby is Ted Watkins, a bounding contribution, and his 4.3
6'3" 200 pound freshman from Mo scoring average has helped the
desto. Although Watkins reported club throughout the season.
The remaining members of the
late for basketball following his
participation in freshman football, club are guard Daryl Severns, 6'he leads the club in rebounding 0", from Eureka; Guard Igor
with a 12.0 rebound per game av Kent, 6'2", from Antioch; and Ho
erage. His amazing 50% shooting ward Campbell, 6'2", from Great
average from the floor leads the Falls, Montana, who according to
club and his 12.9 points per game Coach Ron Stark have been of
scoring average places him in sec great value to the club.
ond place.
Everyone is a moon, and has a
The third leading scorer on the dark side which he never shows
club, Dick Davey, had scholastic to anybody.
difficulties and is no longer elig
ible to compete. However, through
the first ten games on the sched-

Frosh Cagers
Look Good

LOYOLA

HERE

SATURDAY

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Bridge Tourney

Mareh3&4,10&II

SWIMMERS PREPARE

Every time the average person
makes ends meet, something
This year's Block P boxing show promises to be as exciting
breaks in the middle.
as always.

EVERYONE
is getting his
clothes cleaned
at A - 1
ARE YOU?
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1603 PACIFIC AVE.
HO 3-4952
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stand." "Bandstand" features big Placement Office:
'
•'
articles, aimed at spotlighting
band types of music, jazz, swing,
This is the first in a series o
ify of pacific facuity
Student-Business Link
and a touch of the blues.
and mirroring the lives oi
By RICH HEIL
A five-minute report of late
members.
t but not all," states Mr. Richard
How would you like a trip to
| news from the Associated Press
"Short skirts are okay^on
> ^ Department, indicating his
One week ago today I felt like
South
America—for
yourself
and
keeps you up to date at 9 fol
Reynolds, chairman of tne
j-acu.
A member
of„ many honorary and
and activitv
activity
I was carrying a MAC truck
your
wife,
all
expenses
paid?
Sup
A memuei
_
at Pap fi„
lowed by part two of University
As
a
SisTe^ounded pe"l^^ hTgWy"respecied at Pacific,
around on my shoulders
shomaers.
Bandstand» with more good music pose a job is added to this oppor
matter of fact, all of us at kl,
..... „
earlier tunity that provides a net income
ofirlpj f
rom the
slightly
refined
from
the earlier
as well'as throughout the nation. ^
felt pretty much the same way
hours of the evening. Your "Band of $12,000 per year for two years.
After graduation fro™
®
We were in the process of de
Even
fringe
benefits
will
be
add
stand" hosts are Bill Barker and
school
in
San
Bernardino,
Mr.
veloping a "new sound
for KCVN's amazing mystery disc ed! Right from cloud nine? Far
Reynolds began his coUege career
KCVN, your campus radio serv
jockey. We know you'll like the from it! This opportunity was r at San Bernardino Junior C<o il gice. Whoops! Don't say it. For
| smooth way these two fine gentle bona fide offer in January, 1961. Incidentally, Reynolds claims tha
most of you, any sound is a new
Whether the position is a tern
men handle the "cool" sounds.
he will always continue to play
porary
or part-time job during the
sound from KCVN.
At 10 KCVN-AM, in conjunction
the role of a student, indicated by
It's been difficult for us to get
with KCVN-FM, presents "Pacific school term or an unusually his return to summer sessions for
good coverage in all the living
News Report," a half-hour of the tempting full-time position of the the purpose of enriching is
groups for several years, but now
Valley's most interesting, most type described above, the Place ready well *«««»- storehouse of
the story is different. Many hours
up-to-date, and most comprehen ment Office is the link between knowledge.
of slave labor went into our tech
sive report of everything that s the University and the employer
nical equipment over semester
The mere fact that the University PAPER ED
happening everywhere.
break, and finally we can an
While at junior college, Rey
Dave Phillips and George Lewis provides such an office is an in
nounce that our signal is being
report ten minutes of national and dication of its desire to serve the nolds was editor of his schoo
heard quite well in almost every
newspaper and a member of
international news; John Stellman students on the campus.
The Placement Office is open scholastic honor society. His ac
campus residence.
and Bill Plummer tee-off with ten
Those of you who still could not
m i n u t e s o f s p o r t s n e w s ; P a u from 8:30 a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon tivities did not stop here. Also, he
get the station at 660 on your ra
Starr, whose travel allotment day through Friday. Saturday the was president of his sophomore
dio dial this past week, try again
' won't get him out of the state Placement Offices remain open class and president of the college
Monday. We've got little people
art honor society.
brings you five minutes of news from 8:30 a.m. until 12 noon.
runhing around frantically hook
Periodically, the Pacific Weekly
For you sports fans . . • Mr.
of Stockton and the West; and
ing up wires all over campus to
our "Wizard of Weather," John will carry news regarding employ Reynolds displayed athletic prow
assure us 100% coverage within
opportunities
available ess in track events of the 4 ,
RICHARD REYNOLDS
Marks, summarizes the weather ment
a few days.
situation along with the ski re through the University Placement discus throw, and broad jump. In
It sure is easy to get off the
past are William Saroyan and
ports. That's "Pacific News Re Office. Watch for news describing the musical world, Reynolds lent
track. I intended to mention our
Thornton
Wilder.
job
openings!
his talents to a dance orchestra.
Next time y.ou pass room 100
all-new programming schedule. port" nightly at 10.
From 10:30 to midnight Dave
CARTOONIST
in the art building, Mr. Reynold's
Dave Phillips, our production di
Phillips, George Lewis, and I al Business Reps To
Upon enrollment at the Univer office, take a moment to read the
rector, along with George Lewis,
sity of California in Berkeley, our poem which is mounted on the
has come up with what we feel I ternate to bring you soothing Appear At Pacific
personality revealed his artistic door. This message will reveal
will be the most popular radio sounds "After Hours." We'll bring
Several business representa talents to the student body to you the warmth, friendliness,
sound on campus! Everything has you lush (don't confuse the word
been tailored to fit the college with another meaning) back tives from commercial companies through his work as a cartoonist and clever ingenuity of this
listener's taste, and music formats ground music ideal to read or will interview University of the for the Daily Californian. Also, week's outstanding figure.
relax by. If you haven't as yet Pacific students during the spring he was a member of Delta Ep
are planned in such a manner that
you'll always know what to ex discovered "After Hours," give it semester. The representatives will silon, an art honor society.
To enrich his social-life career,
pect when you tune to KCVN. a try. I can guarantee one thing talk personally to interested stu
(That's a real accomplishment in if nothing else. You'll not find dents and they will answer any Mr. Reynolds joined Phi Sigma
j anything like it on AM radio in questions raised by the students. Kappa Fraternity, while at UC. To
itself.)
Companies and corporations pay for added expenses, he played
As you might expect, the em this area.
"The Chairs" and "The Lesson,"
We'll be looking for you Mon send qualified men to find compe in local dance bands.
phasis is heavily on music, but
written by Eugene Ionesco, are
day
through
Thursdayfrom
8
a.m.
with a good balance of news in
tent college persons to fill import MORE SCHOOLING
the two outstanding one-acts of
cluded. At present, KCVN-AM is to 12 midnight at 660 on your ant job positions. Any student may
After earning his AB degree, this newly found playwright. The
dial.
KCVN-AM
is
now
heard
broadcasting Monday through
talk to these men who come to the Reynolds continued by attending plays will be performed on Feb
Thursday from 8 a.m. until 12 EVERYWHERE on campus.
campus.
UCLA summer school. At one ruary 16, 17, and 18th, or yester
midnight. The 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. seg
Please note the dates that these point in his career, he took a day, today, and tomorrow respec
ment of the day is done at studios
representatives will come. Addi course in color at the Rudolph tively in the Pacific Studio Thea
of KSCR, Stockton College, and
tional information wil be given at Schaeffer School of Design in San tre. The director, Pacific student
(Continued from Page 1)
features lilting melodies to wake
James Gardener, along with his
a future date concerning qualifi Francisco.
in
grants
for
the
department
from
you up, soothing sound by which
crew, has done a fine job in pro
It
might
be
interesting
to
note
cations
the
companies
seek
in
to study, and good popular music. the National Science Foundation
here that Mr. Reynolds has no ducing the two one-acts. Curtain
their prospective employes.
and
American
Cancer
Society
for
You'll also hear a complete re
February 21 SIMMONS COM favorite color. Although he dawns time is 8 :00 p.m.
port of the news five minutes the development of subject mat
"The Chairs" is a fascinating
PANY.
Students interested in the dress of an "ivy leaguer," he
t
e
r
i
m
p
r
o
v
e
m
e
n
t
p
r
o
g
r
a
m
s
f
o
r
before each hour.
play
concerning an aged couple
claims
no
preference
for
olive
At 6 p.m., programming switch high school and junior college sales.
green or antique gold. Reynolds who have just about reached the
I
teachers
and
for
research
proj
February 23 SHELL OIL COM
es back to our campus for fifteen
maintains that all colors are the end of the line. The Old Man,
minutes of news. 6:15 to 7 brings ects, including the use of tetra PANY. Seniors receiving a Bach same to him, depending upon their played by veteran actor Charles
cycline
to
carry
a
radioactive
bor
elor or Masters degree in Business
you current hit tunes on "Swing
Smith, wants his name to live on,
use and relationship.
Shift." At 7, John Stellman brings on isotope to a cancerous cell.
Administration or Liberal Arts
although he seemingly has done
Author
of
several
textbooks
and
you up to date on the world of
Positions leading to careers in COP PROF
Mr. Reynolds began teaching many wrongs in his lifetime.
sports accenting Paeificfs ath-1 technical articles, the Fulbright comptroller, treasury, and market
The play conveys the Ionesco
appointee
also
has
done
research
jointly
at Stockton Junior College
ing departments. Activities in
letics.
thought
that conversation is fuPart two of "Swing Shift" fol on natural plant products and elude, accounting, auditing, bank and College of Pacific in 1939. In
polyhydroxy
compounds
and
has
1943,
he
was
granted
his
MA
de-1
tile,
lows at 7:05 to 8 with still more
ing, credit, insurance, taxes, sales,
o f t h e c u r r e n t h i t s a l o n g w i t h patented impregnants for porous distribution, and marketing serv gree from COP, and, in 1948, he
was appointed art department
hits of the past few months. Bill magnesium castings and protec ices.
Plummer and Jim Albertson are tive coatings for internal engine
(Continued from page 5)
February 28 CITY OF LOS AN chairman.
Have you ever wondered wheth
your hosts on alternate evenings parts.
GELES.
Bureau
of
Engineering
The faculty member will be on
er or not your art teachers are recording secretary; Karl Jacobs,
for "Swing Shift." At 8 you'll find
needs seniors majoring in civil en
talented? If yes, there no longer treasurer; Terry Hull, rush chair
out what's going on around cam a sabbatical leave from his post
gineering plus other engineering
need be doubt about Mr. Rey man; Pete Drown, house mana
pus with fifteen minutes of at the University.
Dr. Cobb is chairman of the Pa fields. Students interested in ca nold's capabilities. His numerous ger; and Dick Scott, John Byer,
"Campus News." Any campus or
reer of public works.
awards for painting and sculpture Richard Corson, inter-fraternity
ganizations which are going to cific Athletic Board of Control
March 1 CALIFORNIA PACK speak for him. An example of council delegates.
and
is
a
member
of
the
American
sponsor activities are invited to
submit the information to us for Cancer Society board of directors. ING CORPORATION. Two inter his work can be seen at Edison DU
He also is a member of Kiwanis viewers present. One for sales po High School. Here stands a four
Delta Upsilon chose Jim Mc
broadcast, free of charge.
The "big" sound of music Club, the Quarterback Club, and sitions, one for finance, account teen foot Viking symbol in front Rae, president; Jim Stark, vie
swings into the picture at 8:15 Phi Kappa Phi, national honor ing, and office management.
president; Ned Benedict, corre
of the gymnasium.
Our library honors Mr. Rey sponding secretary; Mickey Mr
with the new "University Band- ary scholastic society.
March 2 UNITED STATES DE
PARTMENT OF COMMERCE, nolds in Who's Who in American Grath, recording secretary; DaV'
Bureau of Public Roads wants civ Art, Who's Who in American Ed Parr, rush chairman; Robin Be
ucation, and Who's Who in the wen, house manager; Judd Robir
il engineering students.
son and Chuck Bender, soci£
March 8 CORO FOUNDATION. West.
chairmen;
and Lloyd Bakan, Pu
Students interested in an intern FORMED INSTITUTE
Mr. Reynolds claims member lie relations chairman.
ship in public affairs.
March 9 UPJOHN COMPANY. ship in College Art Association of PHI SIG
Officers of Phi Sigma Kappa U
Pharmaceutical company seeking America, the National Art Educa
tion Association, and, most re elude Bob Swanson, presided
qualified pharmacy majors.
50c per 8 lb. Load
March 9 P A C I F I C T E L E cent, the International Institute of C. G. Norris, vice president; Tor
PHONE
AND TELEGRAPH. Sev Arts and Letters. The latter is West, secretary; Jack Mathi
Tuesday thru Friday
eral opportunities, especially in limited to 760 regular members. treasurer; Larry Pitman, houengineering, and business admin Other Americans who have been manager; Winston Ing, sentih'
222 LINCOLN CENTER
members of the Institute in the and Bob Sauers, inductor.
istration positions.
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THEATRE PRESENTS
lONESCO'S PLAYS

Dr. Cobb

GREEK OFFICERS
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